in (9, 10). The single-layer lithographic fabrication of the metalenses can make use of existing foundry technology (deep-UV steppers) used in the manufacturing of integrated circuits, which is crucial for high throughput.
Clusters of eight water molecules play an important role in theoretical analysis of aqueous structure and dynamics but have proven to be challenging experimental targets. Here we report the high-resolution spectroscopic characterization of the water octamer. Terahertz (THz) vibration-rotation-tunneling (VRT) spectroscopy resolved 99 transitions with 1 part per million precision in a narrow range near 46.5 wave numbers, which were assigned to the h 16 octamer via detailed isotope dilution experiments. Fitting to a semirigid symmetric top model supports predictions of two coexisting cuboidal structures and provides precise values for the changes in their rotational constants. Comparison with theory and previous spectroscopic data provides a characterization of the two structures and the observed torsional vibration and supports the prediction that the D 2d symmetry structure is lower in energy than the S 4 isomer.
S
pectroscopic study of water clusters provides accurate benchmarks for detailed characterization of the complex pairwise and manybody forces that operate in bulk water phases, which have proven difficult to adequately capture through bulk experiments or theory (1) (2) (3) (4) . The need to accomplish this goal is underscored by recurring controversies surrounding the fundamental intermolecular structure and dynamics of water (2, 5, 6) . Clusters ranging from dimer through heptamer, as well as nonamer and decamer (7), have been studied in detail by high-precision microwave and terahertz spectroscopy, but the octamer has proven elusive (1, 2, (8) (9) (10) . Whereas the most stable structures of smaller clusters evolve with size from quasiplanar rings to three-dimensional (3D) cages, the octamer represents the transition to cuboidal (8) structures formed by stacking quasiplanar four-and fivemembered rings, a dominant motif in larger systems.
Accordingly, the water octamer has become a benchmark for theory, starting with the early work of Stillinger and David (11), Brink and Glasser (12) , and Tsai and Jordan (13) . Many groups have since investigated the structures, melting transitions, and hydrogen bond (HB) rearrangement dynamics of the octamer cluster (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) . However, experimental characterization has been very challenging, with only a few successful mid-infrared (IR) spectroscopy (31) (32) (33) (34) and crystallographic studies (35) (36) (37) . The mid-IR results are particularly interesting, revealing two nonpolar low-energy structures ( Fig. 1) formed by stacking of homodromic tetramer rings with the in-plane HBs directed in either the same (S 4 symmetry) or opposite (D 2d symmetry) senses. Both structures possess two distinct monomer environments: single HB donor and double HB donor, with the latter responsible for the association between the two tetramer rings. These structures have subsequently been refined by theory, with several groups calculating the ground state energy difference between the S 4 and the D 2d structures to be <0.1 kJ/mol (14) (15) (16) (17) 37) . Given such a small energy difference, both structures should be present even in very low temperature environments, e.g., supersonic beams.
Here we present the results of a study of the water h 16 -octamer by terahertz vibration-rotationtunneling (VRT) spectroscopy, involving the measurement of a very low frequency torsional vibration in both low-lying isomers. Nearly 100 individual vibration-rotation transitions have been measured to parts per million (ppm) accuracy and fitted to a standard semi-rigid symmetric rotor model, producing rotational constants, which, when combined with theoretical values, characterize the structures and vibrational distortions of the cluster. The results are in good agreement with recent theoretical predictions of the HB rearrangement tunneling rates (8) and cluster structures.
In an earlier study, Richardson et al. presented VRT spectra comprising 99 weak transitions measured near 1.4 THz and assigned to the h 16 -water octamer cluster on the basis of detailed isotopic dilution studies (8) . Spectral assignment was not possible at that time. In the same study, application of the ring polymer perturbative instanton method predicted the HB rearrangement tunneling rates for the h 16 -octamer. Those results indicated that even for the most energetically accessible rearrangement, the magnitude of the tunneling splitting was <42 Hz, well below our experimental resolution (~1 MHz). Subsequently, we have employed a statistical spectral assignment algorithm, which has enabled the detailed assignment of the spectra. A least-squares fit of the transitions yielded precise values for the vibrationally induced changes in the rotational constants of both isomers, which, in combination with the earlier results of Gruenloh et al. (32, 33) , provide a good estimate of the excited state rotational constants. Harmonic normal mode analysis predicts a diamond-type vibrational mode, shown in Fig. 1 , for both isomer structures.
The measurement of VRT spectra and assignment to the h 16 -water octamer with the Berkeley Terahertz spectrometer is described in detail in (1) (2) (3) and in the supplementary materials. Because the 99 measured octamer transitions are confined to a very compact region (~350 MHz), it was assumed that the transitions belong to a Q branch. This is consistent with our previous THz VRT results for the similar h 12 -hexamer, in which the Q branches were observed to have higher intensity than P-or R-branch transitions. To approach assignment of the very dense observed spectrum, we created a pattern recognition program to search the spectrum for transitions that displayed the energy-level pattern characteristic of the D 2d and S 4 structures. These patterns are distinct in that the D 2d equilibrium structure is an oblate symmetric rotor, whereas the S 4 structure is a prolate symmetric rotor, exhibiting opposite-intensity variations with the same J-quantum numbers. Using the output of this program as a starting point facilitated the assignment of 91 transitions to the D 2d (60 transitions) and S 4 (31 transitions) structures. The assignment, along with the eight weak unassigned lines, is shown in Fig. 2A . Figure  2 , B and C, shows a comparison between the calculated and observed experimental spectrum for a representative Q-branch progression of each symmetry. As predicted (8) , no evidence for tunneling splittings was observed. Figure 3 shows a measured vibration-rotation absorption feature, compared with the predicted tunneling splitting. We ultimately determined that the assigned transitions belong to two distinct parallel (DK = 0) bands. The complete collection of assigned transitions is given in tables S1 and S2.
After assignment, the transitions were fitted to a standard, semi-rigid rotor energy-level expression (Eq. 1):
Here n is the band origin, B is the perpendicular rotational constant, and the D terms are the standard centrifugal distortion constants. The band origins are defined with respect to the absolute ground state of the respective cluster structures. All differences are defined as excited state minus ground state. The term DM is
Here n is the band origin, B is the perpendicular rotational constant, and the D terms are the standard centrifugal distortion constants. The band origins are defined with respect to the absolute ground state of the respective cluster structures. All differences are defined as excited state minus ground state. The term DM is The corresponding D 2d structure and displacements, viewed along the short axis. The D 2d structure is predicted to be slightly lower in energy, whereas entropy favors the S 4 structure (16). A and C represent the two remaining rotational constants, and primed values refer to excited state terms, whereas the double-primed values are those of the ground state. The difference in the DM terms reflects the two octamer structures being different types of symmetric rotors, as previously noted.
A least-squares fit of the 91 assigned transitions to Eq. 1 yielded root mean square deviations of 2.7 MHz (D 2d ) and 2.5 MHz (S 4 ), respectively. Tables 1 and 2 present the fitted constants of both octamer structures for the ground and excited states, along with the 1s errors. Correlation matrices for the fits are given in figs. S1 and S2. Although a simple symmetric top rigid rotor energy expression produced a good fit of the assigned data, it is well known that water clusters are actually highly nonrigid complexes and as such may violate simple selection rules because the projection of rotational angular momentum along the symmetry axis (quantum number, K) is not rigorously conserved (2, 38) .
Although spectroscopic determination of structural parameters is not possible without R-or Pbranch assignments, the detailed isotope dilution results previously presented in (8) and the absence of any asymmetry splittings unambiguously identified the spectral carrier as the h 16 -water octamer. isomer. Note the opposite-intensity variation with K in (B) and (C) above, which supports assignment of the two bands to prolate and oblate tops, respectively. The intensities of the assigned and calculated branches shown in (B) and (C) are normalized so that the most intense transition has a value of 1. The associated data are presented in tables S1 and S2. The
Either the bands could originate from two different vibrational modes of a single octamer structure, or each could belong to a similar vibration from separate octamer isomers. We argue that the second option is more likely. Two experimental observations support this conclusion. First, the two bands have opposite-intensity patterns, one displaying higher K components with lower intensity and the other higher K components with higher intensity, as evident in Fig. 2, B and C. These observations are consistent with the ground state energy-level diagrams of prolate and oblate symmetric tops, respectively. We have neglected vibrationally induced dipole changes here, as the transitions within a Q branch can reasonably be assumed not to differ appreciably in that regard. Second, the vibrational changes in rotational constants of the two bands are markedly similar, indicating that the corresponding motions are nearly identical. Moreover, even in molecules of this size, it is unlikely that two modes would exist in such extreme proximity (less than 0.005 cm −1 ) as observed herein. On the basis of these considerations, we are confident in assigning the two bands to different water octamer isomers, one an oblate symmetric top and the other a prolate top.
Because the supersonic expansion cools the clusters to about 4 K, we are confident that the two structures are the D 2d and S 4 isomers, because they are consistently predicted to be particularly close in energy (14, 17, 27, 30, 32) and to have prolate (S 4 ) and oblate (D 2d ) symmetric rotor eigenstates. On this basis, we assign the two observed bands to the S 4 or D 2d water octamer isomers.
The group comprising the energetically accessible permutation-inversion operations for the water octamer (i.e., operations that do not break a covalent bond) contains on the order of 8! × 2 8 × 2 =~10 8 elements. As for previous water clusters ( [1] [2] [3] 25) , the water octamer is expected to display a high degree of nonrigidity. Assuming a rigid system enables us to exploit the corresponding point groups; however, this simplification may fail if the system is substantially nonrigid. A symmetric rotor energy-level expression is thus an approximation of the true energy-level structure of the complex. As with other water clusters, nonrigidity could lead to tunneling splittings of the simple symmetric top rigid rotor energy levels. Although we did not observe any tunneling in the spectra reported herein (in agreement with predictions) (8), the system still displays substantial nonrigidity in the form of low-frequency torsional vibrations and relaxed selection rules. A direct consequence of this nonrigidity is encountered in the description of the vibrational mode observed herein.
The observed transitions belong to parallel bands, implying a change in the dipole moment along the principal rotation axis. This result requires the observed vibration to have B symmetry in the case of the S 4 structure and B 2 symmetry for the D 2d competitor. A normal-mode analysis with the MB-pol potential (4, 39, 40) reveals that the lowest-frequency B 2 vibration corresponds to the pattern in Fig. 1B, where Given that both octamer structures display similar changes in rotational constants and noting the close proximity of the two bands, it is reasonable to expect that this vibrational motion is similar in the D 2d and S 4 isomers. The two lowest B modes of the S 4 structure occur at 69.9 and 76.9 cm -1 , the second of which is most similar in frequency to the mode assigned to the D 2d vibration and describes an almost identical displacement (Fig. 1A) .
We stress that this description of the vibrational motion is but a starting point for future work. Previous studies of water clusters (1-3, 38, 41) have shown that nonrigidity results in vibrational motions that deviate appreciably from simple harmonic or rigid rotor approximations. Detailed quantitative analysis of the intermolecular vibrations in the octamer will clearly require further experiments and calculations.
Given the complexity of the nonrigid octamer structures, spectroscopically accurate calculations for the vibrational modes present a major challenge. Furthermore, a simple analysis of the energy landscape using TIPXP water potentials (X = 3 to 5) suggests that the number of minima may increase rapidly in the presence of an electric field (23). Shields and co-workers (17, 27) report the lowest anharmonically corrected ab initio intermolecular vibrational frequencies for the octamer as 57.2 (D 2d ) and 54.7 (S 4 ) wave numbers, considerably higher than the experimental values near 46.1 cm −1 . Clearly, further theoretical advances are necessary to compute such cluster properties reliably, noting that much progress in this regard has recently been achieved for the water hexamer (41) . Finally, we report evidence in support of calculations showing that the D 2d structure is the lowest in energy (14, 23, 27, 29) . If we assume that the transition dipole moment is similar for the competing cuboids, we can use the number and intensities of the observed transitions to infer the relative energetics. For the D 2d structure, we observe J values from 2 to 17, with some of the higher J subbands lacking some K value components. For the S 4 structure, we observe J values of only 5 to 10, and again, the higher J subbands are missing some K-value transitions. From this evidence, we infer that the D 2d structure is the lowest in energy.
